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PRESIDENT’S SNAP SHOT

We have them in the Indian River Photo Club. They are as follows:

Bob Barbour – bob.barbour.photographer@gmail.com – 772-538-4821

David Garrett (Canon users only) – 643foto@comcast.net – 772-643-3686

Pat Rice – jprphotos@gmail.com – 772-321-6477

Jim Riley – jamrvb@comcast.net – 772-564-8948

Tom Smoyer – tsmoyer@bellsouth.net – 772-567-0929

What do they do?

They help you with your

photography. You may call them or may

e-mail them and ask questions regarding

your camera or software. You may meet

with them occasionally to do some hands on

photo work. They are volunteers and

are not to be paid or compensated

for in any way. They will be

compensated by the club for any

entry fees associated with their
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mentoring tasks when approved by any one of the BOD members.

 They are there to help in any way they can. They may not be able to answer all the questions you ask, but may

be able to get help from someone that can. So feel free to contact them. I ask the Newsletter and website organizer to

include their names, email addresses and telephone number on each Newsletter and the website.

They will try to limit their group to 6 members. We have more members that have volunteered to be mentors

but they are out of town just yet and I have not been able to contact them. When I do I will publish the additional names

in future Newsletters. If you would like to become a mentor I encourage you to contact me by phone or e-mail. We

hope to have 12 mentors by year end.

The Brevard Zoo trip did not get the group we were hoping for so we have decided to put the trip off until

early fall. We’ll let you know exactly when in the near future.

Jim Riley

President, Indian River Photo Club

Our speakers for our July 26th meeting will be the

husband and wife team of Chris and Sandy Colter.

They are professional portrait and travel photographers from Port St Lucie.

Their talk will be on travel photography and Photoshop Techniques.

Their company is known as Artigraphs and their travel experience

throughout the US should be very much enjoyed by our membership
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Well, you have joined a photo club. Are you new to photography or have you been taking photographs all
your life? You probably have been taking photographs for many years, but ceased being very active when
the "cost/anticipation" strain became a little too much to bare. that was just about when digital cameras

started to appear and, at the same time, the home computer began to pop up in most homes. What an upheaval,
although we hardly took notice. It was at the time of the start of a revolution in photographic art. Most of us
resisted moving into digital, as just handling a computer was far from easy, and the "new type" cameras did not
come across as being too easy to master either.

We did have the new in-store developing services available at most drug stores, but again, there was this
cost/anticipation factor that did put a restrictive edge on our enthusiasm. The new digital cameras were expensive
too, and bulky. They were also rather slow in response time, unlike the high speed of the traditional film camera.
So why would we want one?

My first digital camera was made by Sony....known for their novelty products such as the Walkman. So,
perhaps, my purchase was more of a novelty adventure than a true entry into digital photography. The camera cost
more than two complete mid range Nikon kits do these days, so that too was quite an outlay to make. I still had
several film cameras and a darkroom with stacks of enlargement paper, developing tanks and bottles of chemicals.

Anyway, I bought it and persevered at making it work. It was larger and heavier than most professional
Canon or Nikon models are these days. It did not have a memory chip either, but instead, recorded on a floppy
disk. So, in fact, it was really a portable disk drive that recorded pictures and had a view finder! You also needed
some large pockets to carry as many as sixty floppy disks and keep them sorted. As far as megapixels were
concerned, there were just over two. It was not of any great concern to many prospective digital camera buyers in
those days.

However, the photographic quality was superb and the Sony lens was outstanding, plus it was able to
zoom, 20x. Wow! One nice thing it had was that it not only recorded the photograph at it's full size on the floppy
disk but also made an e-mail size copy at the same time. That was a rather slow process, however, and sometimes
a little exasperating as one had to wait to take the next shot. That e-mail factor was a most important asset though,
as I was able to send photographs by e-mail without having to have a photo-processing program on my very basic
laptop. E-mail, at that time, was also new to most of us that did not need it in business. So it was a good feeling
that you were actually at the creative edge of photography and trying something new.

Perhaps you are wondering at what time in the "ice age" I am referring to. Well, it is hard to believe but
we are talking about just 15 years ago. However, what have we progressed to since then? Cameras now are light
weight, compact and relatively inexpensive and included on almost every cell phone. Cameras are everywhere and
sales, even during this past recession, have steadily increased year in year out. A new model is announced by one
of the numerous camera makers, every few days. So, what ever we have purchased, whether a basic budge compact
camera or a high end premium brand, we have a massive selection of user friendly built-in tools at our finger
tips….to use!

These tools allow us to produce some very high quality photographs from the minute of purchase and
without reading that nuisance of a hand book, however small it is.

Dr. Len S Hood says……..“In Less than Twenty Years, look at

what we can now  do, and how expert we have become!”
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Today, in all but the very basic budge compact cameras, we are given a selection of shooting "modes"
allowing us to produce excellent work. The basic camera models are usually fully automatic, easy to use with just
one or two shooting options, while the more sophisticated DSLR's will have a dozen alternative modes including
manual exposure and programmable settings.

These settings are selected by moving dials usually situated on the top or rear
of the camera. The more advanced camera models have at least four manual exposure
modes/settings, signified by the letters P, A, S, M.. P is for Program Auto, A is for
Aperture Priority, S is for Shutter Priority and M is for Manual. There are a few
manufacturers with models that offer a Sensitivity Priority setting as well. Pentex
being one of them.

When you set your camera to P, both the shutter and aperture are set automatically using a predetermined
formula in the camera's built in program. This may very often be preset, assisted by the user.

the photographer sets the aperture while the camera programs the shutter speed
according to the exposure reading it takes as you set up your photo action. The opposite of this sequence of events
is shutter priority. You set the shutter speed and the camera will provide the suitable aperture with regards to the
ambient lighting, etc.

 both the aperture and the speed are manually set by you. There are a few camera
manufacturers, namely Nikon and Canon that use the "Av" and "Tv" signage representing "aperture value" and "time
value" when performing this task.

This is one control which will be found on almost every camera sold these days. It may have another name, a
propriety one, such as "iESP", "Green Mode", or "iAuto", but in actuality, it is just a setting upon which you rely
entirely on the camera making the adjustments. It will manage everything including metering the light, sensitivity,
focusing and even white balance. The high end compact camera models even have automatic face detection and
scene detection functions to select the most satisfactory settings for your photograph. They, however, are not
always perfect and often do not handle the scene situation adequately. Even that, though, is changing. Take a look
at this site: http://www.lytro.com/ With this camera you do nothing at all until you open your photographs on the
computer. Absolutely nothing, just point and click!

Many of today's cameras have a selection of pre-determined scene modes built into their
programming. These are special automatic programs with settings designed to allow you to
capture particular types of shots you might wish to take, as you would want them to be
captured and turn out. These settings will adjust white balance, ISO, contrast and even provide
filter modes to enhance your photographs. They will, as well, adjust the exposure and
compensate for camera shake. With other scene mode settings there might be adjustments for
landscapes so that green colors are enhanced and the overall picture sharpened. Special
adjustments for snow or beach scenes are also often part of the offering. For sports and action
photographs, the shutter speeds might be adjusted, while for sunsets and sunrises the red hues
are enhanced. For fireworks or other night shots, the saturation and shutter speeds with flash
synchronizations are adjusted automatically. A tripod, though, is a must for the night shots.

The above
photograph taken in
scene mode “party”
without flash and

hand held.
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With all this super technology processing away on the inside of your camera, why bother about going
manual and your taking chances on making a great shot? Well that is hard to answer, and only you can decide
what level of photographic accomplishment and satisfaction you wish to achieve.

If it is the final acceptance of your photographs that will give you the satisfaction, however you arrive at
the end product, then just go for it. Click, click and smile, smile to your hearts content as you go about making
that masterpiece. Enjoy it anyway! Better than sitting around doing nothing!

However, be daring and try the "M" setting, you might be surprised what results are awaiting you.

It is interesting to note that in many parts of the world, photo clubs no longer have separate photo
categories for entries in their club and inter-club competitions. Very often the subject is suggested but the mode
is always an open door. Color, monochrome and special techniques all compete side by side. The rational is that a
great photograph is a "great photograph” regardless of its mode and how the photographer arrived at that point
of acceptance. Now, there is food for thought.

July 26th - Regular meeting, Chris & Sandy Coulter talk on Nature Photography
and Photoshop Techniques.

August 9th - Photo Contest - “Messy”

August 23rd - Regular Meeting, Chris Kridler talk TBD.

September 6th - Photo Contest - “Open”.

September 20th - Regular Meeting, Jim Riley and Barbara duPont to talk on new
contest categories. Also, formal vote by members to keep new method of photo
contest.

October 11 - Photo Contest - “New Beginnings”.

October 25th - Regular meeting , Ursula Dubrick talk TBD.

October 20th - Mentored Trip to the Brevard Zoo.

Tuesday December 4th intake for the Museum of Art Exhibition

December 6th - Annual meeting for year contest winners, dinner and election of
BOD.

Calendar of Club Events for the coming months
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The monthly photo contest will be held at a second monthly meeting for the sole purpose

of evaluating photographs except the meeting at which the Best Picture of the Year contest is

held. Only Indian River Photo Club members in good standing are eligible.

Contests are divided into two Classes:

Class “A” is for accomplished photographers: any member who has won two or more awards in

any prior IRPC contest or exhibit.

Class “B” is for beginners: Class B members will stay in Class B until they choose to move to

Class A or until the judging panel promotes them. A panel of three members/judges will consider

promoting any Class B member whose photographs have won first place in Class B more than

twice.

All other members may choose their class, with their first entry.

Entries:

 Each entry must be appropriate to the published theme for the month and be in one of the

following categories: Color Prints; Monochrome Prints; or Special Technique Prints*. Color Prints

Open will also occur each month regardless of the theme.

 No entry will be accepted without the photograph being mounted on a stiff back board (foam

board, backing cardboard, etc.) and be matted in white or black only. The print size must be at

least 8” x 10”; the print and matting cannot exceed 16” x 20”. No frames may be used. Prints on

canvas (Giclees) must be Gallery Wrapped.

The identity of the photographer should not be visible on the face of the photograph.

 Photographs must be the work of the entering photographer.

 Photographs must have been made within the past two years.

 Each member may submit only one entry per category, a maximum of four

All entries must be in the same class.

*The Special Techniques category includes out of the ordinary techniques and digitally

altered images of any subject. It applies to both film and digital images. It shall include any image

that has been substantially altered from its original form using digital imaging editing techniques.

Substantial alteration includes such action as: printing multiple layers, adding, removing or

rearranging elements of the photograph, use of digital filters that alter the texture of the image,

color substitution, etc. Images that include double exposure, infrared, time lapse, hand tinting,

etc., should be entered in this category.

AWARDS Competition, Rules for Evaluation
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It does not include normal imaging processing by digital means, such as cropping, dodging,

burning, or contrast or density control. Photographs that have been captured with a digital camera

or film images that have been printed using a computer and printer are not considered differently

than film images that may have been processed in conventional darkroom techniques, unless

they have been substantially altered as described above.

If an entry does not receive an award in any IRPC contest it may be resubmitted in

subsequent IRPC contests.

Judging:

A panel of three judges will evaluate the photographs and give a numerical score between

one and nine. The scores of the three judges will be added as the final score. The judges will give

comments on each photograph as to what they liked or disliked about the photograph. The highest

score will be awarded 1st place and so on down to Honorable Mention. 1st, 2nd, 3rd and Honorable

mention awards will be given regardless of the number of entries. If a tie occurs in any one

category, the judges will break the tie by naming one or another of the photographs to be higher

scoring. The points accumulated by the photographer will remain the same.

Other members will be required to refrain from commenting during the contest.

Awards:

 Awarded photographs will be recognized.

Procedures:

A $1 entry fee per photograph will be charged. An Indian River Photo Club entry form will

be submitted. One will be place on the back center of the photograph, the other to be handed to

intake person.

Prints accompanied by entry forms must be presented to the intake person no later than 7:15PM

on the night of the contest.

The prints will be displayed on easels for member viewing after the contest.

No prints may be picked up prior to the all the photographs being judge and viewed by the
members at the end of the contest.

AWARDS Competition, Rules for Evaluation, continued
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Indian River Photo Club Awards Competition - Connections
Class A July 2012

Points      Total         Award
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Class A Open Color Print

1. Liesl Walsh  Reflection    8 7 8 23 2nd

2. J.R. Williams  A double Catch   8 8 8 24 1st

3. Hal du Pont  Lunch Time    8 7 7 22 3rd

4. Barbara du Pont  Ready Set Go    5 7 8 20 HM

Class A Theme Color Print

1. Larry Renert  Connecting to Water   5 6 6 17

2. Earl Evans  Liaison in the Surf   8 9 9 26 1st

3. Billy Ocker  Bridge to the Other Side  8 6 8 22 3rd

4. Liesl Walsh  Roots     7 8 9 24 2nd

5. J.R. Williams  Gifford South    6 7 6 19
6. Maria Heffernan  In the City of Arts & Science  8 5 8 21
7. George Bollis  Fowl Connection   6 8 8 22 HM
8. Hal du Pont  Tangle     7 7 8 22

Class A Theme Mono

1. Earl Evans   Street Corner Lovers  8 8 8 24 1st

2. Billy Ocker  United as One    6 7 5 18
3. Liesl Walsh  Spiral Connections   8 6 6 20 HM

4. Patty Corapi  Ring     7 8 6 21 2nd

5. Maria Heffernan  Ahoy, Ahoy    6 6 8 20 3rd

Class A Theme Special Techniques

1. Earl Evans  Hoping for a Hook Up   9 8 8 25 1st

2. Billy Ocker  Talking to Myself   7 7 8 22 3rd

3. Liesl Walsh  Transmission    7 8 8 23 2nd

4. Maria Heffernan  Birds of a Feather   6 7 8 21
5. Donna Green  Electric     7 8 6 21 HM



Class B Open  Color Print

1.   Lee Benson              Hibiscus                                               6 7 8 21 1st

2.   Helen Haessler            Deep Sea Deep Thoughts                       7 7 7 21 2nd

3.   Kathy Graham              Monkey Machines                                       5 7 6   18 3rd

Class B Theme   Color Print

4.  Bob Konczynski    Sophisticated Connections        6 5 6 17

5. Lee Benson   Tender Connections             6 7 6  19 3rd

6. Helene Haessler  Connection Reflection             7 8 7 22 1st

7. Hazel Hacks    Lovesick              5 6 6 17

8. Mia Arrington   Hydrant Connection                          7 7 7 21 2nd

9. Christina Wassi             Holding it Together               4 6 8 18 HM

10. Kathy Graham              Collision                6 6 6 18

11. S Black                            Scratch It                      5 6 6 17

Class B Theme Mono Print

12. Bob Konczynski             Adorable Feeding        `  7 7 5 19 HM

13. Helene Haessler  Camp Disconnect    5 6 7 18

14. Hazel Lacks   Twins      7 5 8 20 3rd

15. Mia Arrington   Gate Lock     6 6 6 18

16. Kathy Graham   Graphic Connections    8 9 7 24 1st

17. S Black    Chained     6 8 8 22 2

Class B Theme Special Techniques

18. Mia Arrington   Swinging Connection    6 5 7 18 3rd

19. Kathy Graham   London Junction    8 9 8 25 1st

20. S Black    Forever     6 8 8 22 2nd

Indian River Photo Club Awards Competition - Connections
Class B July 2012

Points      Total         Award
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“Spiral Connections”

By Liesl Walsh

Honorable Mention Class A  Monochrome Theme

Photographer’s notes about the photograph:….Left:

This photo was taken at the Jupiter Lighthouse, looking into the stairway. I turned the photo

on its side for a different composition so that instead of drawing your eye towards the

bottom of the photo and leaving, it now draws your eye to the left, keeping it in the photo.

“Liaison in The Surf”

By Earl Evans

First Place Class a Color Theme

Photographer’s Notes: Right…………………..

A unique event, rarely captured in photos,that I happened upon in south

Melbourne Beach last spring. While these Greens (and other sea turtles)

do mate in the surf, it is not common. Those occasional mating activities

that are caught “on film” are largely by boat offshore.

“Hibiscus”

By Lee Benson

First Place Class B Color Open

“Monkey Madness”

By Kathy Graham

Third Place Color Class B, Open

Awards Photographs for July 2012
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“Reflection”

by Liesl Walsh

Second Place Open Color,

Photographers notes about the photo left:

This photo was taken at Bok Tower Gardens in Lake Wales, Florida. I was happy to find a hidden area

of the garden that let me get closer to the brass door of the tower so I could see the intricate details of

the door. I used a tripod and did little to edit the photo, except for sharpening it.

“Street Corner Lovers”

By Earl Evans

First Place Monochrome, Theme, Class A

Photographer’s notes: Right…………….

This photograph was taken on a corner in New Orleans last month.

These two caught my attention by their apparent immersion in

thoughts of one another. They spent a great deal of time just looking

into one another’s eyes, holding onto and stroking each other.

“Graphic Connections”

By Kathy Graham

First Place Monochrome, Class B Theme,

Awards Photographs for July 2012
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“Bridge to The Other Side”

By Billy Ocker

Third Place Color Class A Theme “Ready, Set, Go”

By Barbara du Pont

Honorable Mention

Class A  Color Open



“Roots”

By Liesl Walsh

Second Place Color Class A Theme

Photographer’s notes:

This photograph was taken at the

Jupiter Lighthouse. The huge

banyan tree had many roots

connecting the limbs to the ground.

“Hoping for a Hook Up”

By Earl Evans

First Place Special Techniques Class A Theme

Photographer’s notes; ….Right

Just a weak photograph that I toyed with in post processing. I applied

2-3 standard Photoshop filters, bumped up the saturation and a

ho-hum image suddenly seemed to jump off the page. It seems to

capture the mood of summer in the tropics. Taken at Merritt Island

NWR in May.

“Tendril Connections”

By Lee Benson

Third Place Color Class B, Theme

“A Double Catch”

By JR Williams

First Place Class A Color,  Open,

Photographer’s notes:   Right

This photo of a tri-colored heron was shot with a Canon EOS 50D

with an EF 100-400 mm lens at 1/400 sec. and f/7.1. ISO was 200.

Awards Photographs for July 2012
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“Transmission”

By Liesl Walsh

Second Place Class A Special Techniques, Theme

Left: Photographer’s notes:

This photo was taken in Mexico. I saturated the photo and used a kaleidoscope filter to

repeat and mirror the image. I cropped it so there were only 3 sections and the focal point

was not in the center.

Right:

“London Junction”

By Kathy Graham

First Place Special Techniques Class B Theme

“Talking to Myself”

By Bill Ocker

Third Place Special Techniques

Class A Theme

“Swinging Connection”

By Mia Arrington

Third Place

Special Techniques

Class B Theme

“For Ever”

By Stephanie Black

Second Place, Special Techniques

Class B Theme

Awards Photographs for July 2012
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“Connection Reflection”

By Helene Haessler

First Place Class B Color Theme

“Ahoy, Ahoy”

By Maria Heffernan

Third Place Monochrome

Class B Theme

Photographers comments:

I took this picture with a Power Shot Canon

30S

taken in Malaga, Spain.

“Twins”

By Hazel Lacks

Third Place Monochrome Class B Theme

“Fowl Connection”

By George Bollis

Honorable Mention, Class A Color Theme

“Chained”

By Stephanie Black

Second Place Monochrome

Class B Theme

Awards Photographs for July 2012
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“Holding it Together’

By Christina Wassi

Honorable Mention Color Class B Theme

“Deep Sea Deep Thoughts”

By Helene Haessler

Second Place Open, Class B Color

“With This Ring”

By Patty Corapi

Second Place Monochrome Class B Theme

“Hydrant Connection”

By Mia Arrington

Second Place Color

Class B Theme

Awards Photographs for July 2012
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“Adorable Feeding”

By Bob Konczynski

Honorable Mention Class B Monochrome Theme



 The Fifth Avenue Art Gallery in Eau Gallie (Brevard) Florida is having its 7th Annual 100% Pure

Florida Juried Exhibition. This is the premier exhibition in the Space Coast and attracts artists

from all over Florida. The 100% refers to the artists place of resident.  All Florida artists are

eligible to enter and the subject matter is open to any art and any subject.

The 1st Place prize has always been a solo exhibition at the Fifth Avenue Art Gallery but this

year 1st Place also includes a cash prize of $500. This is an opportunity for participants to have

their art hang and be offered for sale in a gallery that has been in existence for over 37 years.

Fifth Avenue Art Gallery

www.fifthavenueartgallery.com

We apologize that we were not able to include this member’s gallery promotion in the newsletter last month, but

due to location and computer glitches our good intentions were foiled.

Fifth Avenue Art Gallery

Deliberate Mistakes

In June the editor deliberately made some mistakes in the newsletter to see if any members were able to spot them. Part of the exercise was

also to find out how many, if any, members actually read the newsletter each month. Very few it appears.

Several members did catch the errors and were kind enough to let us know where the  questionable items  were.

Richard Thomson, Leisl Walsh, JR Williams  were amongst the most accurate accountants. The errors which did include some miss

statements concerning awards, have been corrected for the record and saved in their correct form for the archives.

However, one pictorial mistake was over looked by everyone and that was on the front page heading. In that composite picture,

made up of shots in London, during the Jubilee celebrations, there is featured a runner carrying the 2012 Olympic Torch. Well, the Olympic

torch only arrived in London on July 21st this year, and could not have been part of the Queens Jubilee Celebrations.

The actual mistakes pointed out by our members will not be declared, just incase anyone else might like to take a look.

T h e  J u n e  m e e t i n g

The editors would like to apologize for not giving a written report on the June meeting, but one was not received by us covering the

presentation. We would like, however, to thank David Garret for sending us a couple of photographs taken during the session, but without

commentary they carry little meaning for those not in attendance and therefore are not printed.
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